
 

For Immediate Release 
 
ANN ARBOR - Central Student Government announced a new program aimed to promote diversity and 
inclusion across student organizations, entitled The NET Plan.  
 
This program, which stands for Narratives, Equity, and Transformation (NET), was created in response to 
the multitude of student organizations on campus that were concerned that their student organizations 
were not representing the student population as a whole and could not hear the narratives of those around 
them. At a University where student organizations are the foundation of many experiences on campus, the 
peer-to-peer interactions that occur within these groups can help make or break said experiences. 
 
The program, led by CSG Executive Diversity Officer Lloyd Lyons, aims to provide student 
organizations with a clear, individualized overview of key areas of improvement as well as a toolkit to 
help those organizations achieve their full potential. The NET Plan breaks down into three core values to 
guide each organization throughout their time in the program: 
 
Narratives: A focus on the idea that every person in your organization has their own story; that being 
who they are, where they are from, and what makes them.  
Equity: A focus on how individuals in an organization are given opportunities to share their experience 
and voice their concerns.  
Transformation: A focus on how we can we start to identify some areas  of improvements for the 
organizations when it comes inclusivity and who is representing an organization.  
 
“We hope the NET Plan will be an investment in a cultural shift towards inclusivity on our campus,” said 
CSG President Daniel Greene. “If we want to make campus more inclusive, then we need to focus on the 
every-day peer-to-peer interactions, and the structure and cultures of student organizations provide the 
best mechanism to target the Michigan student social experience.”  
 
This program will be piloted with select student organizations next semester before scaling to 
accommodate open enrollment for any interested organization leaders. Please email 
csg.contact@umich.edu with any questions about the program. 
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